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The current study focuses on the wave dispersion analysis of granular systems by investigating a 

paradigmatic one-dimensional discrete chain. Most of the analysis of the discrete problem are based 

on the discrete granular chain without additional confinement. This work is motivated by the 

detection of standing waves and negative velocity of acoustic and optical waves observed in 

discrete granular models. This study allows to understand better the incorporation between the 

theoretical models, granular materials and the included effective parameters. Concerning wave 

propagation, granular elements create a structured wave-guide network through which mechanical 

energy is transferred. In the presence of internal (microstructural) length scales, the elastic wave 

propagation problem involves an interplay between wave dispersion and structural features. The 

unidimensional granular chain is composed of uniform spherical grains elastically connected with 

both shear and rotational springs. The presented structural system can be considered as an elastic 

lattice model or a Cosserat chain model with shear interaction. We show how the elastic foundation 
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affects the wave dispersion response of the system. The length scale (grain diameter) at which the 

system is probed, is an important issue bridging together multi-scale behavior and heterogeneity. 

In a first step, the wave dispersion of the discrete system is derived from the uncoupled mixed 

differential-difference equation of deflection. We further show that for infinite number of grains 

the dispersion equation of the discrete model converges toward the continuum model of Bresse-

Timoshenko. The wave dispersive properties of this discrete model are investigated also in the 

Brillouin zone. Next, the discrete to continuous model is approximated by the methods of Taylor 

polynomial development and Padé rational expansion. Finally, a comprehensive dispersive 

analysis is done through the dispersion equations of the discrete model, the discrete to continuous 

approximation beam and the continuous one. Some experimental results for Carbon Nanotubes 

(CNTs) are replicated by the model. We show that the model is able to predict accurately the 

positive and negative group of wave velocity as well as the standing wave. Scale effects and wave 

dispersive characteristics of the granular chain are captured by the continuous gradient elasticity 

model.  

 

Keywords: Granular chain; Dispersion analysis; Lattice formulation; Enriched continua; 

Wave propagation ; Nonlocal beams ; Scale effect ; Cosserat modelling ; Shear effects ; 

Gradient elasticity 
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1. Introduction 

The wave propagation characteristics of conventional forms of matter are well understood and 

well documented. In contrast, waves in granular media are more complex due to the discrete nature 

of these system, which may include nonlinear interactions. Considerable interest in the dynamic 

response of granular media exists in the geomechanics community typically involving acoustics 

and wave propagation in sand, gravel and rock materials. Granular materials which can be modelled 

by both discrete and continuous approaches, are involved in many engineering applications such 

as biomedical engineering, mechanical engineering, food engineering or civil engineering. 

Mechanical energy is transferred through a structured wave-guide network which is created by 

granular media. The key element in the mechanics of a granular system is the force chain. It is 

along these preferentially stressed chains of particles that waves are transmitted. These nonlinear 

chains are heavily dependent on the geometry of the bed and are prone to rearrangement even by 

the slightest of forces. 

In presence of length scales, the elastic wave propagation problem involves an interplay between 

wave dispersion and structural features. Dispersion is a real issue in wave propagation since each 

granular element acts as a filter for the frequencies (letting the low frequencies or large wave-

lengths pass through). In addition to dispersion, the material can delay or block the high frequencies 

(short wavelengths). 

Classical elasticity theories are not suitable for capturing the wave dispersion in granular materials 

when the microstructured influence is predominant in the wave propagation. For these cases, the 

long-range interactions are important to take into account in the deformation process (for instance 

the book of Bagdoev et al. [1] or Vardoulakis [2]). Unlike local elasticity formulations, higher order 
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continuum theories (Mindlin [3] and Aifantis [4]) and non-local theories (Eringen [5]) describe the 

dispersive behavior more accurately by considering some scale effects induced by the granular 

microstructure. 

The advantage of discrete models in comparison with the continuum ones is their ability to 

describe better the inhomogeneous effects at the particle level. In recent decades, several models 

have been developed on the granular chains in order to understand deeper the static and dynamic 

behavior of these structures and predict more precisely the wave dispersion. Microstructural 

models of granular media based on both translation and rotational degrees of freedom have been 

initially investigated for regular granular packing by Duffy [6] and for random granular packing 

by Digby [7] and Chang [8]. Mühlhaus and Vardoulakis [9] analyzed the influence of additional 

degrees of freedom on the familiar translational motion (see also La-Valle and Massoumi [10]). 

This has led to formulations of the micro-polar type or Cosserat-type theories for random packing 

of granulates (Suiker et al. [11]). Chang and Ma [12] studied the random packing of grains based 

on linear elastic contact interactions with the isotropic distribution. Using the same concept for 

static analysis, the buckling behavior of the granular chain has recently been investigated by 

Challamel et al. [13]. Schwartz et al. [14] studied the vibrational behavior of solid grains by having 

particle rotation and translation together (Cosserat discrete model) while assuming only shear 

elastic interaction for both ordered and disordered packings. Gomez-Silva and Zaera [15] modelled 

a Hencky beam model (discrete flexural media) assuming only bending interactions. The model of 

Schwartz et al. [13] has been generalized using a discrete Cosserat model with the consideration of 

both shear and rotation interactions (Pasternak and Mühlhaus [16], Pichard et al. [17],Vasiliev et 

al. [18] and Massoumi et al. [19] for instance). In particular, Pasternak and Mühlhaus [16] and 
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Pichard et al. [17] obtained the wave dispersive behavior in a one dimensional discrete granular 

chain with linearly elastic shear and rotation interactions. 

Due to the importance of dynamic properties and functions of one-dimensional granular media, 

several studies have been done in various domains. Toward this aim, studying the phenomena 

involved using simple analytical models is beneficial. Starosvetsky et al. [20] studied the dynamic 

behavior of nonlinear granular chains with Hertz interaction. The problem of nonlinear 

perturbations in one-dimensional granular chain is investigated by Nesterenko [21] in Hertzian 

contact. Herbold et al. [22] analyzed the formation and propagation of nonstationary signals in 

linear and nonlinear diatomic periodic one-dimensional granular chains. The free vibration of a 

granular chain with both bending and shear granular interactions rested on simply supported 

boundary conditions and elastic foundations is studied by Massoumi et al. [23]. In the present 

paper, the same discrete Cosserat model with both rotation and shear elastic interactions will be 

considered, which could be understood as an equivalent discrete Bresse-Timoshenko model 

(Bresse [24] and Timoshenko [25, [26]- see also Challamel and Elishakoff [27]).  

The current study focuses on the analysis of wave propagation and the dispersive behavior of 

mechanical waves in a discrete granular media resting on elastic foundations. Misra and 

Nejadsadeghi [28] studied the dispersive behavior of granular materials in response to elastic 

deformation waves using granular micromechanics approach proposed by Misra and Poorsolhjouy 

[29]. This paper can be considered also as the discrete study of the continuous Bresse-Timoshenko 

beam on continuous linear elastic foundation (Winkler foundation). Assuming an infinite number 

of grains, the results lead to the response of a continuous Bresse-Timoshenko beam on elastic 

foundation, studied for instance by Wang and Stephens [30], Cheng and Pantelides [31] or 

Manevich [32]. In particular, the dispersive behavior of continuous Bresse-Timoshenko beam 

resting on elastic foundation has been specifically addressed by Manevich [32]. The Bresse-
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Timoshenko continuum limit may be also understood as the long wave limit of the discrete granular 

model. The granular chain composed of rigid grains is assumed to interact with a Winkler elastic 

foundation (Winkler [33]). The wave dispersion of this granular system is derived from the 

uncoupled equation of motion using a discrete Cosserat theory, based on both rotational and 

translational degrees of freedom for each grain. For the long wave limit, the dispersion equation 

converges towards the continuum model of Bresse-Timoshenko beam on Winkler foundation, as 

treated by Manevich [20]. Also, the results valid for the discrete granular beam could be well 

compared to the ones of Pasternak and Mühlhaus [16] and Pichard et al. [17], neglecting the 

foundation contribution (k=0). Next, the nonlocal dispersion results are obtained through the 

homogenization of the fourth-order difference equation of the system by applying Taylor series 

and Padé approximation. Finally, a comparison between the discrete and the enriched continuous 

model will be discussed and conclusions sections are presented. A comprehensive dispersion 

analysis is done regarding the local and nonlocal deflection equations of this 1D granular chain. 

Based on the presented parametric study, the wave dispersion curves for the discrete lattice models 

are compared to the corresponding continuum models (Bresse-Timoshenko). The results also 

compared to molecular dynamics of the flexural behavior in carbon nanotubes with acceptable 

coincidence. The results of this paper generalize the ones of Pasternak and Mühlhaus [16] and 

Pichard et al. [17] valid for the wave propagation of elastic chain without elastic foundation. 

Understanding the wave propagation in one-dimensional systems is useful if one better wants to 

analyze the complex wave propagation phenomena in two-dimensional and three-dimensional 

granular systems (both in the elastic and the inelastic ranges). 

 

2. Granular Model 
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A 1D granular chain (or granular beam) composed of spherical uniform rigid grain with 

diameter a resting on an elastic foundation is considered. These rigid grains are connected 

elastically by shear and rotational springs as shown in Fig. 1. Each grain has two degrees of freedom 

which are represented by wi and �� for grain number i. Such a force chain allows us to illustrate the 

heterogeneous nature of granular media. The length scale (grain diameter) at which the system is 

probed is an important issue bridging together multi-scale behavior and heterogeneity.  

 

 

Fig. 1. A discrete shear granular chain composed of grains with diameter a and mass m 

The bending/shear wave propagation equation is a system of governing mixed functional 

differential equation (or mixed differential-difference equation - see Myshkis [34] for the general 

investigation of mixed differential-difference equations). Studying the equilibrium of force and 

moment (second-newton laws) of such a system for each grain leads to the following equations 

system  

 

����� − ��	�� − 
� = �� �,����/� − ��	�� + �� (����� + ��	��) = ���� � (1) 

where the shear, bending and elastic foundation terms defined as follows 
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����� = �(���� − ��), ����� = � ����� − �� − �� (���� + ��)�, 
��	�� = �(�� − ��	�), ��	�� = � ��� − ��	� − �� (�� + ��	�)�, 


� = ��� 

 

 

(2) 

Substituting Eq. (2) in Eq. (1) leads to 

�(��� + �	� − ��) − �� �(���� − ��	�) − ��� − �� � = �,
�(���� + ��	� − ���) + �� �(��� − �	�) − �� �(���� + ��	� + ���) − ���� � = � 

 

(3) 

where S is the shear stiffness defined as ! = "#$%&   in which G is the shear modulus, A is the cross-

sectional area and Ks is the shear correction coefficient. C is the rotational stiffness defined as ' =
()& , E is Young’s modulus and I is the second moment of area. *+ is the second moment of inertia 

for the grain (*+ = -*.), / = -. and K=ka is the discrete stiffness of the elastic support that is 

located in the center of each grain. 

Eq. (3) has been obtained by Pasternak and Mühlhaus [16], Pichard et al. [17] and Vasiliev et al. 

[18] omitting Winkler elastic foundations. Also neglecting the rotational interactions (' = 0) and 

the Winkler elastic foundations (1 = 0) in Eq. (3) leads to the equilibrium equations of Schwartz 

et al. [14].  

The difference operators of 23, 24 and 25 are introduced as follows: 

6� = �7������8� ,        6� = �7�	�8���  ,        6� = �7�	����8���  (4) 

The following relations could be expressed between these operators. 

6�6� = 6�6� = 6��
 (5) 
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The equation of motion expressed by the transverse deflection governed to the model is a linear 

fourth-order difference equation in space. Using the properties of the difference operators in Eq. 

(5), the dynamic equation for the deflection of the granular chain (granular lattice model) is 

obtained as 

[:�6�� − �;�<=� + �:�>?@A + :�;<=�>?@ � 6� + B� + ;A<=�C6� + �;�<=�>?@A + ;��<= >?@ ]� = � 
(6) 

This difference equation obtained by Massoumi et al. [23] also leads to the equation obtained 

by Pasternak and Mühlhaus [16] with ignorance of the Winkler elastic foundations. Eq. (6) could 

be simplified for the static range (Challamel et al. [13]) as follows 

[:�6�� − E �:�>?@AF 6� + �6�]� = � 

(7) 

Neglecting the Winkler elastic foundation in Eq. (6) leads to  

[6�� − <=� E;: + ;>?@F 6� + <=�(;A:� 6� + ;�<=�:>?@)]� = � 
(8) 

This model is slightly different from the granular model studied by Duan et al. [35]. Duan et al. 

[35] studied the dynamic analysis of a discrete beam in bending with shear interactions consisted 

of rigid links where the displacement fields are defined at the joint element. The difference equation 

of that model could be represented as follows  

G6�� − <=� E;: + ;>?@F 6� + <=� �;A:� + ;�<=�:>?@�H � = � 
(9) 

The origin of the difference comes from the appearance of the pseudo-difference operator δ3 that 

stems from the enhanced shear interaction modeling of the granular elements. 
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For the continuous beam model assuming an infinite number of grains (J → ∞), Eq. (6) 

converges to the fourth-order differential equation of Eq. (10) (continuum local) which is valid for 

a Bresse-Timoshenko beam in the absence of Winkler foundations (1 = 0). 

M<N − E;<=�: O� + :>?@P + �>?@AF <N� + E;<=�: EA� + �>?@A + ;<=�>?@ F + �:�FQ  = �  
(10) 

The aforementioned differential equation has been obtained by Wang and Stephens [30], Cheng 

and Pantelides [31] and Manevich [32]. 

3. Wave Dispersion Analysis 

3.1. Discrete Approach via Exact Solution 

Dispersion of propagation waves would influence the media if the wavelength is of the same 

magnitude order as the characteristic spacing of the dominant source of heterogeneity. In order to 

capture wave dispersion, continuum models need to be equipped with appreciate terms that capture 

the lower scale behavior (Domenico and Askes [36]). 

To satisfy the fourth-order differential equation of Eq. (6) (granular lattice model), a fundamental 

solution in the harmonic form could be considered as follow: 

 � = RST(U=	�N�) (11) 

Substitution of the expression Eq. (11) into Eq. (6) provides the algebraic equation as: 

RST(U=	�N�)[BS���T −  S��T + V −  S	��T + S	���TC + �� O;U�: − �>?@A + ;U�>?@P BS��T − � +
S	��TC + � O � :� − ;AU� :� P BS��T + � + S	��TC + � O− �;U�:>?@A + ;�U :>?@P] = �  

 

(12) 

The following biquadratic equation expressed by the angular frequency could be obtained from Eq. 

(12): 
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[;��]U −  G(>?@ + :) ?�W� E��� F + A��>?@ � XY?� E��� F + ��� A H U�

+ G�V :>?@;�� ?�W E��� F + � � :;A ?�W� E��� F + ��>?@;� XY?� E��� F�H = � 

 

 

(13) 

Neglecting the Winkler foundation (1 = 0), the aforementioned equation leads to the results  

obtained by Pasternak and Mühlhaus [16] (Eq. (14)). 

[�Z]U −  G(Z� + ��) ?�W� E��� F + ���� XY?� E��� FH U� + M�V�� ?�W E��� FQ = � 
(14) 

with [ = -\. and ] = *+ = -*.. Two asymptotic cases for a granular chain could be obtained 

from Eq. (13) supposing pure shear and or pure bending. Assuming only shear interaction (^ = 0) 

[;��]U −  G>?@ ?�W� E��� F + A��>?@ � XY?� E��� F + ��� A H U� + G��>?@�;� XY?� E��� FH = � 
(15) 

This equation leads to the following quadratic equation of Schwartz et al. [14] with respect to the 

angular frequency by omitting Winkler foundation (1 = 0): 

MU� − U�� E?�W� E��� F + _ XY?� E��� FFQ U� = � 
(16) 

in which `35 = abc  and d = cef)g  . On the other hand, considering only the rotational effect (h = 0) in 

Eq. (13) leads to 

[;��]U −  G: ?�W� E��� F + ��� A H U� + M :�;A ?�W� E��� FQ = � 
(17) 

For the continuum case by assuming an infinite number of grains Eq. (13) leads to the quartic 

equation obtained by Manevich [32] as follows 

[i]j − [� + (� + i)k� + �i]j� + [�(� + ik�) + k ] = � (18) 
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in which l4 = )(%f 1  , m = ("#$ , n5 = )o(% `5 and p5 = )% 1q5
. Introducing the non-dimensional 

quantities as follows: 

rs ,? = �Xs,? U  ,  t? = :>?  @  , u∗ = �� w�A  ,   �∗ = �� :�  
(19) 

where x3 is the one-dimensional wave velocity and could be defined by either shear or bending 

beam parameters as xyz{|�{} = w ()o%��  and x~�z&e = w>? @o . Eq. (13) could be rewritten in the 

following form 

rs − G�  t?u∗� +  u∗�� ?�W� E��� F + �t?u∗ XY?� E��� F + �∗H rs�

+ G�V �t?u∗ ?�W E��� F + �∗ �  u∗� ?�W� E��� F + �t?u∗ XY?� E��� F�H = � 

 

 

(20) 

or through the shear wave velocity definition 

r? − M( +  t?) ?�W� E��� F + �u∗� XY?� E��� F + �∗t?u∗�Q r?�

+ M�V t??�W E��� F + �∗t? E t?u∗� ?�W� E��� F + XY?� E��� FFQ = � 

 

(21) 

In order to know the nature of the results for Eq. (13), the sign of the coefficients in the 

characteristic equation need to be clarified. 

∀ :, @, �, �, A, >?, �, �: 

;�� > �, 
  − �(>?@ + :) ?�W� E��� F + A��>?@ � XY?� E��� F + ��� A � < �, 
  �V :>?@;�� ?�W O��� P + � O :;A ?�W� O��� P + ��>?@;� XY?� O��� PP > � 

 

 

 

 

(22) 

The discriminant (∆) of Eq. (13) would be obtained as follows  
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∆�= M(>?@ − :) ?�W� E��� FQ� + GA��>?@ � XY?� E��� F − ��� A H�

+ M�: ?�W� E��� FQ GA��>?@ � XY?� E��� F − ��� A H
+ M�>?@ ?�W� E��� FQ GA��>?@ � XY?� E��� F + ��� A H 

 

 

 

(23) 

Considering Eq. (23) as a function of Winkler elastic foundation leads to the following parabolic 

equation 

�(�) = �G�� AH�� �� − �� >?@�� XY?� E��� F + (: − >?@)(���A) ?�W� E��� F� �
+ ((A��>?@ � XY?� E��� F)(A��>?@ � XY?� E��� F + �(: + >?@) ?�W� E��� F)
+ M(>?@ − :) ?�W� E��� FQ�) 

 

 

 

(24) 

�(0) leads to the result obtained by Pasternak and Mühlhaus [16]. Here an attempt is made to 

identify the effect of adding elastic foundation to the model, for the dynamic response of the 

system. 

∀ :, @, �, A, >?, �, �: 

��� A�� > � ,  ∆�= − B��>?@C��VA� ?�W�(��) < � 

 

(25) 

It can be concluded that the parabolic equation of Eq. (24) is upward with the minimum positive 

value of 
	a%f∆f&� . On the other hand, the behavior of Eq. (23) depending on 1q is studied for any 

physical parameters of the system. All terms of the discriminant (∆�) are positive except the third 

one. Therefore, the discriminant of Eq. (13) (∆4) is always positive for any values of Winkler elastic 

foundation and mode number. This fact with regard to Eq. (22) leads to two real positive solutions 

for Eq. (13) expressed by natural frequency.  
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Here the nature of the wave is tried to be clarified. Substituting the exponential form of Eq. (11) 

for ��  and l�  by �� = d��(`�−1l��) and l� = ���(��	����) in the equilibrium equation system of Eq. 

(3) while assuming ` = 1q��, leads to: 

− R� ��� E��� F� − �_�T ���(��) − �R� + R���� � = �,
− _� ��� E��� F� + �R�T ���(��) − ��_� ¡¢� E��� F� − _����� � = � 

 

(26) 

in which �� is the phase velocity. The dynamic response of this coupled system of equation can be 

obtained in the following form 

U� = £±¥£�	  ¦�    (27) 

where § and ¨ are represented by 

£ =  ;�� (>?@ + :) ?�W� E��� F + A>?@;� XY?� E��� F + �;A , 
  ¦ = �V :>?@;�� ?�W O��� P + �;�� O :;A ?�W� O��� P + ��>?@;� XY?� O��� PP   

 

 

(28) 

Regarding to the two positive responses of Eq. (27), the phase velocity could be obtained for       

1q →  0 as follows 

�  = ©£ ± √£� −   ¦���    � → �   «¬¬¬¬¬  �  ≈ ¯OA>?@;� + �;AP ± °A>?@;� − �;A°���  

 

(29) 

The ratio of the amplitudes (d/�) can be found from Eq. (26). The first relation leads to 

 _R = T  � ��� O��� P� + �� − ���� ��� ���(��)  

(30) 
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Supposing 1 = 0, Eq. (30) leads to the result obtained by Pasternak and Mühlhaus [16]. According 

to Eq. (29) and the positive root of Eq. (30) for the low value of mode number (long-wave limit), 

only the rotational wave could propagate in the system.  

� → �:    _R  ≈  T  �� 	 �A�>?@��� ?�W(��) ≈ ∞  (Rotational wave) 

(31) 

While regarding to the other branch (the negative root), the shear term of the wave appears as 

follows 

� → �:    _R  ≈  T �� =�W O��� P ≈ �  (Shear wave) 
(32) 

The oscillations here are the displacement of the grains in directions perpendicular to the 

propagation of the wave. Therefore, with the foundation, the wave nature is mixed of both types 

that one is dominant to the other one and it can be considered as a shear-rotational wave. The mode 

number cannot exceed the grain number value or in the other words, the wave length cannot be 

shorter than the grain size. Thus, the assumption of 1q → ∞ can be true only for an infinite number 

of grains or continuum beam. 

On the other hand, by neglecting the Winkler foundation, the phase velocity for a small value of 

mode number leads to 

 � � = ©£ − √£� −   ¦���    � → �   «¬¬¬¬¬  �  ∝ �, 
 � � = ©£ + √£� −   ¦���    � → �   «¬¬¬¬¬  �  ∝ �� 

 

 

 

(33) 
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Using again the coefficient ratio of Eq. (30) for the long waves and 1 = 0 leads to the dominancy 

of the shear component when taking into account the first spectrum of the results of Eq. (32) as 

follows:  

  � → �: _R ≈ �    (Shear wave) (34) 

While for the second spectrum or the higher frequency branch, the rotational wave is dominated to 

the system.  

� → �: _R ≈ ∞   (Rotational wave) (35) 

Thus, without the Winkler elastic foundation, the wave nature is also combined of both types 

(Pasternak and Mühlhaus [16]).  

On the other hand, the mixed differential-difference equation for a Hencky beam problem or 

discrete Euler-Bernoulli beam theory has been obtained as 

³:�6�� + ;A<=�´� = � (36) 

Regarding to the properties of Eq. (4), Eq. (36) leads to 

:�BS���T −  S��T + V −  S	��T + S	���TC − ;A� U� = �  (37) 

This equation can be simplified as 

�� (�¡¢�(���) − � ¡¢�(��) + V) − ;A: U� = �  (38) 

the quadratic wave dispersive equation would be obtained as follows in a dimensionless form with 

respect to the angular frequency of the granular chain with pure bending interactions: 

rs� = �V ?�W E��� F 
(39) 
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This equation associated with the discrete granular chain may be efficiently approximated by a 

nonlocal equation associated with the wave propagation in a nonlocal continuous beam.  

On the other hand, let’s consider the case of a granular chain with predominant bending interactions 

(! → ∞) and neglecting Winkler foundation (1 = 0). In this case, the wave propagation equation 

expressed by transverse deflection for the granular system (Eq. (6)) leads to  

[:�6�� + <=�(;A6� − ;�6�)]� = � (40) 

This equation leads to the following relation by using the definitions of Eq. (4) 

RST(U=	�N�)[BS���T −  S��T + V −  S	��T + S	���TC + �� O;U�: P BS��T − � + S	��TC +
� O− ;AU� :� P BS��T + � + S	��TC] = �  

 

(41) 

Which can be simplified as 

�V ?�W O��� P + ��A  O;AU�: P O ?�W� O��� PP − � � O;AU�: P OXY?� O��� PP = �  
(42) 

Using Eq. (19) for the non-dimensional frequency with xyz{|�{}, one could be found as follows 

rs� = �V ?�W O��� PXY?� O��� P −  u∗� ?�W� O��� P 

 

(43) 

Neglecting the rotational inertia terms leads to the following equation which is slightly different 

from Eq. (39). 

rs� = �V ?�W� E��� F =�W� E��� F 
(44) 

 

For an infinite number of grains, the granular chain asymptotically behaves as a gradient elasticity 

Rayleigh model (where the bending interactions are predominant). Eq. (40) with terms of 

translation and rotation inertia leads to  
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[:�<N − ;�<=�<N� + ;A<=�] = �  (45) 

Lu et al. [37] investigated the wave propagation properties in a nonlocal Euler-Bernoulli beam (Eq. 

(46)), based on a differential nonlocal model introduced by Eringen [5]  for one-dimensional media. 

Eq. (45) could be compared well by Lu et al. [37] which obtained in their study as follows 

³:�<N − ;A<=�((S�µ�)�<N� − �)´ = �  (46) 

�3 is the nondimensional calibration parameter of the Eringen nonlocal approach. This parameter 

adjusts in order to achieve a good dispersive curve at the end of the Brillouin zone and ¶3 is an 

internal characteristic length. Eq. (46) is equivalent to considering an Eringen’s based nonlocal 

model by 

� − ·X��¸¸ = :�¸¸   ;   �¸¸ = −;A�  (47) 

Here ¹º  is the characteristic length of the nonlocal model. Regarding the fourth-order differential 

equation of the nonlocal beam (Eq. (46)) and considering the solution of the deflection in a 

harmonic form, by substituting Eq. (11) in Eq. (47), one could obtain: 

:�� − ;AU�(� + (�S��)�) = �  (48) 

in which �3 could be defined by �3 = ¹º/.. The approximate angular frequencies calculated from 

Eringen’s nonlocal beam approach could be obtained by:  

rs� = (��) � + (��)�S�� 
 

(49) 

where rs is the dimensionless parameter of frequency regarding to the bending wave velocity 

definition. Comparing Eq. (49) with the one issued of Eringen's model (Eringen [5]) applied to 

beam mechanics, (Eq. (39)) leads to the two fundamental values that differ for the low and high 

natural frequencies. These two values are obtained as follows 
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»¢¼ �� → �:    (��) �� − (��)�� � = (��) � + (��)�S�� ⇒ S� = ©�V ≈ �.  �� 

 

(50) 

»¢¼ �� = ¿:    �V = ¿ � + (¿)�(S�)� ⇒ S� = ©¿��V − �¿� ≈ �. À�� 

 

(51) 

The specific values of �3 =0.408 and �3 =0.718 obtained in Eq. (50) and (51) could be verified well 

also by Challamel et al. [38].  

Assuming only shear effects (^ → 0) and omitting Winkler foundation (1 = 0), Eq. (6) leads to 

[(A6� − �6�)<=� + ;�<= >?@ ]� = � 
 

(52) 

This equation leads to the following relation by using Eq. (4) 

RST(U=	�N�)[�BS��T − � + S	��TC − A�� BS��T + � + S	��TC + ;���>?@ U�] = �  
(53) 

Which can be simplified as 

 ?�W� O��� P + A��� XY?� O��� P − ;��>?@ U� = �  
(54) 

Using Eq. (19) for the non-dimensional frequency with x?ÁS�u, one could be found as follows 

r?� =  ?�W� E��� F + �u∗� XY?� E��� F 
(55) 

 

3.2. Exact Continuous Approach 

From the continuum model, the wave propagation equation regarding the local Bresse-Timoshenko 

could be obtained as: 

[:�<N + �−;�<=� − �:�>?@A − :�;<=�>?@ � <N� + B� + ;A<=�C + �;�<=�>?@A + ;��<= >?@ ] = � 
(56) 
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Substituting the fundamental solution of l = Â��(��	���) (the wave propagation equation in the 

harmonic form for the continuum beam model) in Eq. (56) leads to: 

� ;�:>?@� U − (E;: + ;>?@F B��C + ;A:� + �;:>?@A)U� + E� + �>?@A B��C + �:�F = � 
(57) 

On the other hand, for an infinite number of grains assuming . → 0, the discrete dispersive relation 

of Eq. (13) leads to the biquadratic equation of Eq. (57). This dispersion equation for the continuum 

beam can be compared well also by the one obtained by Manevich [32] on Winkler elastic 

foundations (Eq. (18)).  

3.3. Continuous Approach via Polynomial Expansion 

In this section, the continualization of the difference equation of Eq. (6) is investigated using 

polynomial expansions. The finite difference terms are replaced by the corresponding Taylor series 

and lead to a Cosserat continuum theory.  

Using this nonlocal solution allows to obtain the continuous approximate model of the discrete 

equations holds for a sufficiently smooth deflection function (Salvadori [39])(see for instance the 

application of this method for nonlinear lattices by Kruskal and Zabusky [40]):  

� = (N = ��),  
��� = ∑ ��<N��!Å�Æ� (N) = �� + �<N��! + ��<N��! + ��<N��! + ⋯ � (N) = S�<N(N);  É = �Ê     

 

(58) 

The pseudodifferential operators 255, 25 and 23 could be expanded as:  

6�� = OS��<N	 S�<N�V	 S8�<N�S8��<N� P  = �� + ��<N�V + � <N �� + �À�V<NV��� � + Ë(��<N�)� <N ,  
6� = �S�<N − � + S	�<N�� �  = �� + ��<N��� + � <N �V� + �V<NV���V� + Ë(��<N�)� <N�, 
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6� = OS�<N���S8�<N P  = �� + ��<N� + � <N  � + �V<NV�  � + Ë(��<N�)�   
(59) 

A continualization procedure up to the order �V from the difference equation of Eq. (6) through the 

substitution of the expansion series of Eq. (59) leads to the following higher-order gradient system: 

G:� �� + ��V <N� + � �� <N + �À�V<NV��� � � <N 

− E;�<=� + �:�>?@A + :�;>?@ <=�F �� + ���� <N� + � �V� <N + �V<NV���V�� <N�

+ B� + ;A<=�C �� + �� <N� + � <N  � + �V<NV�  �� + � �;�>?@A <=� + ;��>?@ <= �H  = � 

 

 

 

(60) 

which leads to the following nonlocal dispersion equation: 

��À:��V��� � � (��) + �:�� �� − O;�<=� + �:�>?@A + :�;>?@ <=�P �V���V�� (�) + �:���V − O;�<=� + �:�>?@A +
:�;>?@ <=�P � �V� + B� + ;A<=�C �V�  �� (V) + �:� − O;�<=� + �:�>?@A + :�;>?@ <=�P ���� + B� +

;A<=�C �  �� ( ) + �− O;�<=� + �:�>?@A + :�;>?@ <=�P + B� + ;A<=�C �� � (�) + �B� + ;A<=�C +
�;�>?@A <=� + ;��>?@ <= �  = �  

 

 

 

(61) 

To satisfy this eighth-order differential equation, a wave equation in a harmonic type is chosen 

again as Eq. (11). One would be obtained as: 
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G ;�:>?@H U − Ì− E;: + ;>?@F � �V���V�� ��

+ �E;: + ;>?@F − E;A:�F ��� �� �� � �V�� �V − ������ � + ���
+ E;A:� + �;:>?@AFÍ U�

+ G− � �À�V��� �� ��� + �� �� − ��V���V�>?@A� ��

+ �− ��V�  �:� + �� �V�>?@A − ��V � �V + �� − �����>?@A + ��  �:�� � 

+ � �>?@A − ��� :�� �� + �:�H = � 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(62) 

which could be rewritten through the dimensionless parameters of Eq. (19) as follows: 

rs − G� �t?u∗� + �u∗�� �− (��)����V� + (��)V�V� − (��) �� + (��)��
+ � �t?u∗ � �− (��)V�  � + (��)  � − (��)� + �� + �∗H rs�

+ G� �t?u∗ � �− �À(��)����� � + (��)��� − (��)VV + (��) �
+ E �∗u∗�F �− (��)����V� + (��)V�V� − (��) �� + (��)��
+ � �∗t?u∗ � �− (��)V�  � + (��)  � − (��)� + ��H = � 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(63) 

While for the fourth order continualization, neglecting the terms of �V, Eq. (62) could be simplified 

to the following quartic equation: 
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G ;�:>?@H U − ÌE;: + ;>?@F �� � �V�� �V − ������ � + ��� + E;A:�F ���  �� � − ��� � �� + ��
+ E �;:>?@AFÍ U�

+ G�� ��� �� + � �� �V�>?@A − ��V � �V + �� − �����>?@A + ��  �:�� � 

+ � �>?@A − ��� :�� �� + �:�H = � 

 

 

 

 

(64) 

Using the dimensionless parameters of Eq. (19) leads to: 

rs − G� �t?u∗� + �u∗�� �(��)V�V� − (��) �� + (��)�� + � �t?u∗ � �(��)  � − (��)� + ��
+ �∗H rs�

+ G� �t?u∗ � �(��)��� − (��)VV + (��) � + E �∗u∗�F �(��)V�V� − (��) �� + (��)��
+ � �∗t?u∗ � �(��)  � − (��)� + ��H = � 

 

 

 

 

(65) 

Using the second order �� of the continualization of the Taylor expansion series of Eq. (59), the 

difference equation of Eq. (6) leads to the following higher-order gradient system: 

G:� �� + ��V <N�� <N − E;�<=� + �:�>?@A + :�;>?@ <=�F �� + ���� <N�� <N� + B� + ;A<=�C �� + �� <N��
+ � �;�>?@A <=� + ;��>?@ <= �H  = � 

 

 

(66) 

For the static range, this equation leads to the one obtained by Challamel et al. [13]. Using the 

dimensionless parameters introduced in Eq. (19), the comparable deflection equation of the 

continuous approximate for the static condition would be obtained as follows 

G�� + ��V <N�� <N − �∗t?u∗� �� + ���� <N�� <N� + �∗ �� + �� <N��H Î = � 
(67) 
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where l = qÎ& . Let’s consider the case of a granular chain with predominant bending interactions 

(! → ∞). Thus, Eq. (66) leads to 

G:� �� + ��V <N�� <N − B;�<=�C �� + ���� <N�� <N� + B� + ;A<=�C �� + �� <N��H  = � 
(68) 

This gradient elasticity Rayleigh model (pure bending) under a gradient Winkler elastic foundation 

is associated with a non-positive definite energy function. After integration by part, one obtains the 

following energy functional: 

Ï = Ð �� :� �¸¸� − ��V ¸¸¸�� µN + Ð �� ;�<=� �¸� − ���� ¸¸�� µN
+ Ð �� B� + ;A<=�C �� − �� ¸�� µN. 

 

(69) 

The wave propagation equation could be obtained as the following sixth-order differential equation 

from Eq. (66): 

�:���V � (V) + �:� − O;�<=� + �:�>?@A + :�;>?@ <=�P ����� ( ) + �− O;�<=� + �:�>?@A + :�;>?@ <=�P +
B� + ;A<=�C �� � (�) + �B� + ;A<=�C + �;�>?@A <=� + ;��>?@ <= �  = �  

 

(70) 

Again, using a wave equation in a harmonic type like Eq. (11) leads to: 

G ;�:>?@H U + GE;: + ;>?@F ������ � + �;A�� :� − ;: − ;>?@� �� − (;A:� + �;:>?@A)H U�

+ G− ���V � �V + �� − �����>?@A� � + ( �>?@A − ��� :�)�� + �:�H = � 

 

 

(71) 

and in the nondimensional form as: 
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rs + G� �t?u∗� + �u∗�� (��) �� + � � t?u∗ − �t?u∗� − �u∗�� (��)� − ( �t?u∗ + �∗)H rs�

+ G− � �t?u∗ � (��)VV + � �t?u∗ − �∗��u∗�� (��) + ( �∗u∗� − �∗ t?u∗ )(��)�

+ �∗t?u∗ H = � 

 

 

 

(72) 

The dispersive analysis of the granular chain with regards to the dimensionless parameter of 

bending frequency is done for the two branches.  The results are plotted in Fig. 2 asymptotically 

for a numeral example characterized in Eq. (73) through the equations obtained for discrete exact, 

local continuum and nonlocal Taylor approaches (Eq. (13), (62), (64), (57) and (71)). For instance, 

in order to investigate a sensitive numerical analysis of the abovementioned model, we consider 

the following parameters (steel is assumed for the material parameter). Let’s assume the 

mechanical parameters of steel with an elastic foundation as follows 

: = ��� @Ñ�, @ = À� @Ñ�, >? = �. VVÀ, ; = ���� �Ò�� , k= Ó� �Ñ�. (73) 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 2.  Dispersive curves for one-dimensional compression wave of (a) first branch and 

(b)second branch according to bending nondimensional parameter for Ô~ = 4.28, Ø∗ = 0.289 and 

1∗ = 0.02. 

Due to the quartic equation of Eq. (62), depending on the discriminant value of this equation for 

the sixth, the fourth and the second order expansion of Taylor series, the dynamic results could 

take complex values. 

For analyzing the behavior of the nonlocal approach using the Taylor development precisely, here 

an asymptotic study of the frequency has been done. Regarding to Eq. (63),one could be obtained 

for the dimensionless parameter of bending frequency as follows: 

rs = wÚ ± ¥Ú� − Û 
(74) 

 

where Ü and Ý  would be considered as 

Ú = �� G� �t?u∗� + �u∗�� �− (��)����V� + (��)V�V� − (��) �� + (��)��
+ � �t?u∗ � �− (��)V�  � + (��)  � − (��)� + �� + �∗H, 

Û = � �t?u∗ � �− �À(��)����� � + (��)��� − (��)VV + (��) �
+ E �∗u∗�F �− (��)����V� + (��)V�V� − (��) �� + (��)��
+ � �∗t?u∗ � �− (��)V�  � + (��)  � − (��)� + �� 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(75) 
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Due to the discriminant of Eq. (74) and the typical values for the mechanical and geometrical 

parameters of the system (Eq. (73)) the results contain the imaginary part. Fig. 3 clarifies this 

evidence as follows 

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 
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(e) (f) 

  

Fig. 3.  The complex results of nonlocal Taylor development (a) 2nd-order first branch, (b) 2nd-

order second branch, (c) 4th-order first branch, (d) 4th-order second branch, (e) 6th-order first 

branch and (f) 6th -order second branch according to bending nondimensional parameter for Ô~ =
4.28, Ø∗ = 0.289 and 1∗ = 0.02. 

 

3.4. Continuous Approach via Rational Expansion 

Another nonlocal approximation is based on a rational expansion (Padé approximants) instead 

of the polynomial approximation, that may lead to a better-homogenized solution in comparison to 

the Taylor series (Duan et al. [35]). With the application of Padé approximant of order in �a 

subsequently for the pseudo-differential operators of Eq. (59), ones would be obtained as: 

6�� ≈ O� − ��<N�V + ��� <N À�� P	� <N ,  
6�(N) ≈ E� − ��<N��� + � <N � � F E� − ��<N�V + ��� <N À�� F−� <N�,  
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   6� ≈ O� + ��<N��� − � <N ��� P O� − ��<N�V + ��� <N À�� P	�   
(76) 

Thus, the deflection equation of Eq. (6) for a discrete system could be written for a continuous 

system using Eq. (76) as: 

Ì ��	��<N�V ���� <N À�� <N − �O;: + ;>?@P <=� + �>?@A� �	��<N��� �� <N � ��	��<N�V ���� <N À�� <N� + O �:� + ;A:� <=�P ����<N��� 	� <N ����	��<N�V ���� <N À�� +
O �;:>?@A <=� + ;�:>?@ <= PÍ  = �  

 

 

(77) 

Multiplying Eq. (77) by (1 − .2ß�26 + 11.4ß�4720 ) leads to the following compact form equation: 

Ì<N − �E;: + ;>?@F <=� + �>?@A� �� − ��<N��� + � <N � � � <N� + E �:� + ;A:� <=�F �� + ��<N��� − � <N ��� �
+ � �;:>?@A <=� + ;�:>?@ <= � �� − ��<N�V + ��� <N À�� �Í  = � 

 

 

(78) 

The wave propagation equation can be obtained by: 

Ì− �E;: + ;>?@F <=� + �>?@A� � � � ��Í <NV 
+ Ì� + �E;: + ;>?@F <=� + �>?@A� ������ − E �:� + ;A:� <=�F � � ����
+ � �;:>?@A <=� + ;�:>?@ <= � ���� À�� �Í <N  
− Ì�E;: + ;>?@F <=� + �>?@A� − E �:� + ;A:� <=�F ������
+ � �;:>?@A <=� + ;�:>?@ <= � ���V �Í <N�
+ GE �:� + ;A:� <=�F + � �;:>?@A <=� + ;�:>?@ <= �H  = � 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(79) 
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Applying the fundamental solution of Eq. (11), the characteristic equation of the nonlocal 

continued model (nonlocal model Padé 1) is obtained as follows 

G ;�:>?@ ���� À�� � + ��V �� + ��H U 

− Ì�E;: + ;>?@F � � �� �V + �E;: + ;>?@F ���� + E �;:>?@A −  ;A��:�F ��� À�� � � 

+ �;: + ;>?@ + E �;:>?@A − ;A�:�F ��V � �� + (;A:� + �;:>?@A)Í U�  
+ Ì�� �>?@A� � � �� �V + �� + E �>?@AF ���� − � �:�� � ���� � 

+ � �>?@A − � �:�� ����� �� + �:�Í = � 

 

 

 

 

(80) 

The dimensionless form of this equation would be obtained through the dimensionless parameters 

of Eq. (19) as follows: 

G���(��) À�� + (��)�V + ��H rs 

− Ì� �t?u∗� + �u∗�� (��)V� � + �� �t?u∗� + �u∗�� ��� + ��∗ −  ��t?u∗ � ��À��� (��) 

+ � �t?u∗� + �u∗� + ��∗ − ��t?u∗ � �V� (��)� + � �t?u∗ + �∗�Í rs�

+ GE �∗� �u∗�F (��)V + � �t?u∗ + �∗��u∗� − �∗���t?u∗ � (��) 

+ � �∗u∗� − �∗��t?u∗ � (��)� + �∗t?u∗ H = � 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(81) 

On the other hand, regarding the work of Bacigalupo and Gambarotta [41] or Bacigalupo and 

Gambarotta [42] by using the approach of enhanced continualization via the first-order 

regularization, the derivatives of the continuum fields could be expressed by 
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<Nâ � = S�<N − S	�<N�� � (82) 

And the down-scaling law for each node defined by 

� = ��<NS�<N − S	�<N â � (83) 

Substituting Eq. (83) in Eq. (3) leads to 

��� (S�<N − (� + ��/?) + S	�<N)S�<N − S	�<N �<N� â � − ���<N�ã� − E ��S�<N − S	�äN �<NF â å� = �,
�(� (S�<N − � + S	�<N)S�<N − S	�<N − �� � (S�<N + � + S	�<N)S�<N − S	�<N )��<N� �ã� + ���<Nâ � − E ���S�<N − S	�<N �<NF �ãå� = � 

 

(84) 

Here, the differential equations of the equivalent homogenized continuum are obtained by applying 

the fourth-order terms of the Taylor series: 

−��� + E? + �V ��F �� <�<N� − E ?�� + À�V� ��F � < <N − �� <�<N − � �� − ��V <��<N� + À� �V� < �<N � = �,
−���� + �� − ���� �� �� <���<N� − � ��� + ���  �� � < ��<N + �� <<N − �� ��� − ��V <���<N� + À� �V� < ��<N � = � 

 

(85) 

Regarding Eq. (83), the pseudo-difference operators of Eq. (4) actually could be expressed in the 

following form 

6�� = O ��<NS�<N	S8�<NP OS��<N	 S�<N�V	 S8�<N�S8��<N� P â = �� + � <N � � + Ë(�V<NV)� <N â,  
6� = E ��<NS�<N − S	�<NF �S�<N − � + S	�<N�� � â = �� − ��<N��� + � <N ��� + Ë(�V<NV)� <N�â , 

6� = E ��<NS�<N − S	�<NF �S�<N − S	�<N�� � â = <Nâ , 
6� = O ��<NS�<N	S8�<NP OS�<N���S8�<N P â = �� + ��<N��� − � <N À�� + Ë(�V<NV)� â   

 

 

 

 

 

(86) 

Continualizing Eq. (6) through the application of the series of Eq. (86) and neglecting higher-order 

terms in �a leads to the following extended deflection equation  
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G:�<N − E;�<=� + �:�>?@A + :�;>?@ <=�F �� − ��<N��� � <N� + B� + ;A<=�C �� + ��<N��� � + (�;�<=�>?@A
+ ;��<= >?@ ) �� − ��<N�V �H â = � 

 

(87) 

This equation (nonlocal model Padé 1) could be obtained also from Eq. (79) neglecting the higher-

order terms in �a. An alternative strategy to obtain Eq. (87) is through the multiplication of 

O1 − &f<æfç P to Eq. (66). Eq. (87) would be simplified as: 

�:� + O;�<=� + �:�>?@A + :�;>?@ <=�P ����� â ( ) − MO;�<=� + �:�>?@A + :�;>?@ <=�P − B� + ;A<=�C ���� +
E�;�<=�>?@A + ;��<= >?@ F ��V Q â (�) + �� + (;A + �;�>?@A + ;��>?@ <=�)<=�� â = �  

 

(88) 

Choosing again a wave equation in a harmonic type as Eq. (11), one would be obtained: 

G ;�:>?@ (� + ��V ��)H U 

− GE;: + ;>?@F ������ � + �;: + ;>?@ + ( �;:>?@A − ;A�:�) ��V � ��

+ E;A:� + �;:>?@AFH U� + G�� + �����>?@A� � + � �>?@A − �����:�� �� + �:�H = � 

 

 

 

(89) 

Using Eq. (19), the following non-dimensional equation would be obtained through the bending 

wave velocity definition. 

G�(��)�V + ��H rs 

− G� �t?u∗� + �u∗�� (��) �� + � �t?u∗� + �u∗� + ��∗ − ��t?u∗ � �V� (��)�

+ � �t?u∗ + �∗�H rs�

+ G� �t?u∗ + �∗��u∗�� (��) + � �∗u∗� − �∗��t?u∗ � (��)� + �∗t?u∗ H = � 

 

 

 

 

(90) 
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An alternative continuous approach could be obtained by multiplying the terms O1 − &f<æfè P to Eq. 

(66) and neglect higher-order terms in �a. This leads to the following extended governed equation 

(nonlocal model Padé 2): 

G:� �� − ��V <N�� <N − E;�<=� + �:�>?@A + :�;>?@ <=�F �� − �� <N�� <N� + B� + ;A<=�C �� − ���� <N��
+ � �;�>?@A <=� + ;��>?@ <= � �� − ��� <N��H  = � 

 

 

(91) 

Here, the gradient elasticity for a granular chain with predominant bending interactions are 

associated with positive definite energy function as follows: 

Ï = Ð �� :� �¸¸� + ��V ¸¸¸�� µN + Ð �� ;�<=� �¸� + �� ¸¸�� µN
+ Ð �� B� + ;A<=�C �� + ���� ¸�� µN. 

 

 

(92) 

For the static analysis, the comparable deflection equation of the continuous approximate again 

leads to the one investigated by Challamel et al. [13] neglecting the compressional buckling force 

as follows 

G�� − ��V äN�� äN − �∗t?u∗� �� − �� äN�� äN� + �∗ �� − ���� äN��H Î = � 
(93) 

Going back to the continuous approximate model expressed by the enriched differential equation 

(Eq. (91)), the wave propagation equation could be obtained as: 
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G:���V H (V) − G:� + E;�<=� + �:�>?@A + :�;>?@ <=�F �� H ( )

+ GE;�<=� + �:�>?@A + :�;>?@ <=�F + B� + ;A<=�C ����
+ � �;�>?@A <=� + ;��>?@ <= � ��� H (�) − GB� + ;A<=�C + �;�>?@A <=� + ;��>?@ <= H 
= � 

 

 

 

(94) 

Supposing a harmonic wave equation in the form of Eq. (11) leads to 

G ;�:>?@ �� + ��� ���H U 

− GE;: + ;>?@F ��� � � + �;: + ;>?@ + ( �;:>?@A + ;A :�) ��� � ��

+ E;A:� + �;:>?@AFH U�

+ G���V � �V + �� + ��� >?@A� � + � �>?@A + �����:�� �� + �:�H = � 

 

 

 

 

(95) 

The non-dimensional equation of this approach could be obtained using Eq. (19) with respect to 

the bending wave velocity definition as follows: 

G�(��)�� + ��H rs 

− G� �t?u∗� + �u∗�� (��)  + � �t?u∗� + �u∗� + ��∗ + � t?u∗ � ��� (��)�

+ � �t?u∗ + �∗�H rs�

+ G� �t?u∗ � (��)VV + � �t?u∗ + �∗ u∗�� (��) + � �∗u∗� + �∗��t?u∗ � (��)�

+ �∗t?u∗ H = � 

 

 

 

 

 

(96) 

The dimensionless bending frequency results obtained through the Padé polynomial expansions 

are plotted in Fig. 4 for the two branches. Again, for a numeral example defined in Eq. (73) and 
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with respect to the equations presented by Eq. (13), (57), (80), (89) and (95), the calculations are 

done.  

(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 4.  Dispersive curves for one-dimensional compression wave of (a) first branch and 

(b)second branch according to bending nondimensional parameter for Ô~ = 4.28, Ø∗ = 0.289 and 

1∗ = 0.02. 

4. Discussion 

 The dispersive results using Eq. (13), (57), (62), (64), (71), (80), (89) and (95) are plotted for shear 

dimensionless frequency in Fig. 5. There exist two solutions leading to the two branches of the 

dynamic response of the system each refers to low and high frequencies. The lower branch refers 

to the acoustic mode and the higher one is the optical mode.  

Assuming the mechanical parameters as E= 200GPa, G= 70GPa, Ks= 0.667, - =80001é//è and k=50MPa. 

For the long-wave limit (.1q →0), the dispersive results obtained from the discrete and continuous 

model must be equivalent. So, the velocity at the infinite wavelength of the discrete model could 
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be considered equal to the compression wave velocity of the classical elastic continuum. The 

divergence of the discrete and continuum frequencies for the wave number increase is obvious. 

Thus, the inhomogeneous effect by the particle size becomes more prominent or in the other words, 

the granular models behave more dispersive.  

According to the sinusoidal dispersive curve of the exact results, when the curve meets the 

horizontal axis (` = 0), it continues periodically. Therefore, it can be concluded that for the exact 

discrete approach, the responses are always stable. Likewise, the dispersive curves of the Padé 

approximants could be considered stable as they increase continually from zero without any 

imaginary part. The unstable harmonic responses appear when the downward branch of the Taylor 

dispersive curve encounters axis ` = 0 .  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 5.  Dispersive curves for one-dimensional compression wave of (a) first branch or the 

acoustic mode and (b)second branch or the optical mode according to shear nondimensional 

parameter- various approaches for Ô~ = 4.28, Ø∗ = 0.289 and 1∗ = 1.03. 
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The derivation of  
ë�ë�� represent the wave propagation speed in the system. The existence of the 

maximum point in the exact and Taylor dispersive results where 
ë�ë�� = 0, the wave energy can’t 

propagate and it represents a standing wave. The dispersive results for the Taylor approach of the 

pair order and exact discrete solution show the same behavior in which both proceed into a 

downward trend after passing from a maximum frequency. 

Since all the frequencies are in the limited domain, the transition of only low frequencies is possible 

and consequently, it can be supposed that the media act as a granular filter. This is in contrast to 

the Padé results and continuum curve since the dispersive curve increases continuously and so all 

ranges of frequencies can be transmitted.  

Here, parametric studies are carried out in order to figure out how intergranular stiffness contributes 

to the dispersive behavior of the material. To this aim, the influence of Young modulus on the wave 

velocity (c3) and μî has been studied in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The dispersive curves of the first branch 

frequency for the granular chain are plotted for different approaches. 

(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

  

Fig. 6. Comparison of the first branch of natural frequency for the different values of Young 

modulus in 1D media: (a) x3 = 3162 m/s2 and Ô~ = 1.71, (b) x3 = 4183 m/s2 and Ô~ = 2.99, (c) 

x3 = 5000 m/s2 and Ô~ = 4.28 and (d) x3 = 8660 m/s2 and Ô~ = 12.85 for  Ø∗ = 0.289 and 

1∗ = 0. 

(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

  

Fig. 7. Comparison of the second branch of natural frequency for the different values of Young 

modulus in 1D media: (a) x3 = 3160 //ð2 and Ô~ = 1.71, (b) x3 = 4183 //ð2 and Ô~ = 2.99, 

(c) x3 = 5000 m/s2 and Ô~ = 4.28 and (d) x3 = 8660 //ð2 and Ô~ = 12.85 for  Ø∗ = 0.289 and 

1∗ = 0. 
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The bending behavior of Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) could be modeled quite well by 

Timoshenko beam theory. In this study for short tubes, the short wavelengths or high frequencies 

are investigated and the results compared by the molecular dynamics results of Wang and Hu [43] 

a different gradient enrichment of the Timoshenko beam theory for (5,5) and (10,10) armchair 

CNTs. 

In this article, the effective parameters reported as Ks= 0.5, - =22371é//è, k=0MPa, E= 460GPa 

and G= 188.5GPa for (5,5) CNT and E= 470GPa and G= 195.8GPa for (10,10) CNT. The cross-

section area and the second moment of inertia could be calculated subsequently by \ = 2ñØ� and 

* = ñ(òè� + 0.25�èò), where R is the radius of the CNT and t is the wall thickness. According to 

Domenico and Askes [36] for C-C bond length of ¹ = 0.142nm the closest longitudinal distance 

between two rings of atoms in an armchair CNT given by ó = √3¹ and R the radius of the CNT 

would be found by ò = è{ô5õ  (for J = 5, 10). The thickness of the tube wall is supposed � = 0.0617nm 

(Vodenitcharova and Zhang [44]). 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the different approach with the molecular dynamics results of Wang 

and Hu [43]: (a) (5,5) and (b) (10,10) armchair CNT - various approaches 

5. Conclusion 

 Wave dispersion occurs in granular systems, when the characteristic length scale of the discrete 

model is of the same order as the wavelength of the waves propagating through the equivalent 

continuous media. In order to capture this effect, a discrete Cosserat theory has been used to analyze 

the wave propagation in discrete granular chains. First, the exact dispersive equation of the system 

has been obtained from the uncoupled equation of motion of the discrete granular chain resting on 

Winkler foundations. Using the exact resolution of the difference equation of the discrete system, 

it has been clarified that the two branches of eigenfrequencies exist for the granular model which 

leads to the ones obtained in the literature, namely by Bresse and Timoshenko for an infinite 

number of grains. Next, the model has been homogenized using non-local gradient terms by two 

approaches based on Taylor series and Padé approximations. It has been shown that the dispersion 

behavior of higher-order continuous models is improved by considering additional gradient 

enrichments terms, as compared to the initial discrete one. It can be also concluded that, as observed 

for the dispersion curves of the discrete granular chain, the continuous approximation issued of a 

Padé approximant is always stable.  
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